The phalangeal microgeodic syndrome in childhood: awareness leads to diagnosis.
Phalangeal microgeodic syndrome is a rare but benign disorder that affects the fingers of children. This condition was originally described by Maroteaux in 1970. We present two patients who consulted a pediatrician with swelling of the digits of one or both hands. Both lacked additional clinical or biochemical signs. Radiological examination showed multiple small osteolytic areas with sclerotic lining and periostal reactions in the phalanges of the affected hands. These cases were treated with a conservative approach and spontaneous resolution occurred within weeks to months. As it is a rare disease, the clinical presentation can be misinterpreted as an infectious, inflammatory, or even malignant condition and prompts clinicians to expand the diagnostic process with radiological or nuclear imaging and even biopsy. In these patients, a timely clinical diagnosis by a physician who is aware of the disease prevented further investigations.